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Abstract—We demonstrate the first reported use of single-walled 
carbon nanotubes as nano-optical probes in apertureless near­
field fluorescence microscopy. We show that, in contrast to sili­
con probes, carbon nanotubes always cause strong fluorescence 
quenching when used to image dye-doped polystyrene spheres and 
Cd-Se quantum dots. For quantum dots, the carbon nanotubes 
induce very strong near-field contrast with a spatial resolution of 
~20 nm. Images of dye-doped spheres exhibit crescent-shaped ar­
tifacts caused by distortions in the surface water layer found in 
ambient conditions.
Index Terms—Atomic force microscopy (AFM), carbon nan­
otubes, fluorescence microscopy, fluorescence quenching, nano­
optics, near-field optics.
I. I n t r o d u c t i o n
■ J  IOLOGICAL cells fabricate and assemble molecular
I l  building blocks into diverse molecular networks with strik­
ing complexity and functionality. Such networks are critical 
components in the complicated machinery of the cell, as they 
participate in a host of cellular functions including cell signal­
ing and sensing, ion-channel gating, endo- and exocytosis, viral 
infection, as well as many other processes. Precise measure­
ments of these networks will yield information that could create 
the ability to optimize specific cellular functions, to engineer 
new functions, and to strengthen a cell’s defense against dis­
ease. Further, these networks are prototypical nanosystems and 
should be studied in detail for insight into the rational design 
of synthetic molecular systems for a multitude of technolog­
ical applications. To study biological systems in this context, 
it is crucial to observe their molecular machinery at work in 
a physiologically relevant environment. Currently, there are no 
techniques that can accomplish this.
While electron microscopy, X-ray crystallography, and nu­
clear magnetic resonance spectroscopy can yield structural in­
formation with exquisite detail, these techniques are not suited 
for in vitro studies of complex molecular networks. In contrast,
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optical microscopy is minimally perturbative and is routinely 
used under physiological conditions. Fluorescence microscopy, 
in particular, is very powerful for studying biological systems 
because of its sensitivity to single molecules and the biochem­
ical specificity afforded by modem conjugation methods. The 
major limitation of traditional optical microscopy is the limited 
resolution (~250 nm) imposed by classical light diffraction.
Recently, a number of far-field microscopy techniques have 
been developed to exceed the conventional diffraction limit, 
and even to obtain spatial resolution at the nanometer-length 
scale [1], In 4-Pi microscopy, two microscope objectives are 
used in combination with coherent detection to effectively 
increase the numerical aperture, and thus, decrease the diffrac­
tion limit [2], [3], Stimulated emission depletion (STED) 
microscopy beats the diffraction barrier by depleting the popu­
lation of ground-state fluorophores except within the dark cen­
tral region at the focus of a laser beam tailored to produce a 
doughnut-shaped intensity profile at the focus [4], By increas­
ing the intensity of the STED laser well beyond the saturation 
intensity, a subdiffraction volume of ground-state molecules is 
formed, which can then be probed using a low-intensity exci­
tation laser with a Gaussian profile [1], STED was the first of 
a host of far-field techniques, now also including ground-state 
depletion microscopy (GSD) [5] and saturated pattern excitation 
microscopy (SPEM) [6], which utilize photophysical transitions 
between bright and dark states to achieve subdiffraction resolu­
tion [1], Other similar techniques utilize photochemical transi­
tions between bright and dark states to achieve subdiffraction- 
limited resolution of either ensembles (RESOLFT) or even 
single molecules (PALM, STORM) [1], [7]-[9]. These tech­
niques are not only a major step forward for nanoscale optical 
imaging of biological samples but also have some important 
limitations including the need for specially designed and syn­
thesized fluorophores, the need for large laser intensities, which 
can lead to sample damage, and very slow image acquisition 
speeds, which can prohibit the study of dynamic biological 
processes.
Scanning-probe microscopy techniques such as atomic force 
microscopy (AFM) are powerful tools for nanoscale character­
ization of molecular-scale systems, since the sharp stylus can 
map extremely fine topographical variations on a sample sur­
face. To minimize damage to soft samples, AFM can be operated 
in tapping or intermittent-contact mode: the cantilever probe is 
driven into rapid vertical oscillations, and the tip gently contacts 
the sample surface intermittently during each oscillation cycle. 
To form a topographical image, the AFM probe is raster scanned
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across the surface, and variations in tip height are displayed as 
a function of the lateral position of the probe. AFM can be 
used to characterize the topographical structure of protein com­
plexes and networks embedded in biological membranes in vitro
[10]—[13]. Despite its utility, AFM cannot be used to identify 
distinct chemical species. Thus, AFM provides nanoscale reso­
lution but no chemical sensitivity. Combining the attributes of 
AFM and optical microscopy leads to the intriguing possibil­
ity of obtaining both molecular-scale resolution and chemical 
specificity.
In this paper, we describe recent progress toward nanoscale 
imaging of biomolecular systems using apertureless near-field 
scanning optical microscopy (ANSOM), a technique that com­
bines the AFM and optical microscopy. In particular, we demon­
strate that both the resolution (~10nm ) and sensitivity of 
ANSOM make it promising for imaging molecular-scale bi­
ological systems in vitro. Further, we report the first use of 
single-walled carbon nanotubes as nano-optical probes in fluo­
rescence microscopy.
11. A p e r t u r e l e s s  N e a r -F ie l d  M ic r o s c o p y
In conventional near-field scanning optical microscopy 
(NSOM), the optical-diffraction barrier is overcome by forcing 
light through a nanoscale aperture at the end of a sharp tip that 
is maintained in close proximity to a surface [14], [15]. NSOM 
can be used to measure the nanoscale organization and orienta­
tion of biological molecules on surfaces and in membranes [16]. 
Although 30 nm resolution is theoretically possible, resolution 
below 50 nm is seldom seen due to the severe cutoff in light 
transmission efficiency for small apertures [17]. ANSOM cir­
cumvents this limit by replacing the small aperture with a sharp 
tip such as an AFM probe in the focus of a laser beam. The 
nano-optical field in the vicinity of the tip apex can be strongly 
enhanced due to the resonant excitation of localized surface plas- 
mons [18], or to geometric considerations such as the lightning- 
rod effect [17], [19], [20] or the antenna effect [21], [22], The 
tip-enhanced field can be used to locally excite various optical 
processes such as fluorescence, Raman scattering, and elastic 
(Rayleigh) light scattering, and has resulted in several reported 
measurements of spatial resolution below 30 nm [23]—[32], in­
cluding one report on the use of a carbon nanotube bundle to 
visualize the plasmon fields of gold nanodisks using elastic 
light scattering [33]. High-resolution fluorescence microscopy 
can also be used to obtain information on the orientation of flu- 
orophores via the overlap of the excitation dipole moment with 
the local optical field direction [16], [25], [34]—[36].
Near-field contrast can also be obtained if the tip causes a local 
reduction in the detected signal, either by redirecting the fluores­
cence emission away from the detection solid angle via coupling 
to the induced tip dipole [34], or by optical energy transfer to the 
tip (fluorescence quenching) [37]—[39]. These effects are gener­
ally very short range (<20 nm), providing nanoscale-resolution 
capabilities. Tip-induced reduction of fluorescence can be used 
to study important nanoscale phenomena such as the energy 
transfer and dissipation mechanisms, both in synthetic and in 
biological systems.
The primary advantage of ANSOM compared to conven­
tional aperture-type NSOM is that it can achieve resolution that 
is limited primarily by the tip sharpness to just a few nanome­
ters [24]. On the other hand, ANSOM suffers from an increased 
background due to direct excitation by the laser. Thus, to achieve 
the sensitivity needed to image dense samples such as biological 
systems, it is very important to optimize the near-field contrast. 
This can be done by engineering the geometric and material 
properties of the tip to yield the largest field enhancement [40]. 
In particular, specific tip geometries that leverage antenna and 
lightning-rod effects, or that support plasmon resonances at the 
distal end, can produce very-large-field enhancements, and thus, 
very high sensitivity, both for imaging and sensing applica­
tions. In addition, metallic probes generally yield higher field 
enhancement than geometrically equivalent dielectric probes, 
but they can also cause fluorescence quenching, which gen­
erally dominates field enhancement at very small tip-sample 
separations [39].
Recently, the benefits of the ANSOM and aperture-type 
NSOM have been combined by fabricating a nanoscale metal 
tip on the periphery of an aperture-type probe [23], [41]. The 
tip is illuminated through the aperture, instead of via a focused 
laser, which greatly reduces the background. The light emerg­
ing from the aperture excites surface plasmons that travel from 
the base to the end of the tip, where they are reconverted to 
light. These tip-on-aperture probes were used to image indi­
vidual fluorescent molecules dispersed on a glass surface with 
~25 nm resolution. More recently, it has been shown that the 
metal tip acts as a 1/4 monopole antenna whose efficiency de­
pends on length [22]. For both cases, each probe was fabricated 
using rather complicated techniques such as focused ion beam 
milling or electron beam deposition. Carbon nanotubes may 
provide an interesting alternative for the tip-on-aperture, ap­
proach since they have unique electronic and optical properties 
and have small diameters [42]. Furthermore, they can be lifted 
off a substrate directly by an AFM probe, and can then be re­
peatedly shortened to precise lengths using simple procedures 
(see following sections) [43], [44].
A. Tip-Enhanced Fluorescence Microscopy
We developed an ANSOM technique called tip-enhanced flu­
orescence microscopy (TEFM) that combines AFM with confo- 
cal fluorescence microscopy (see Fig. 1). Briefly, a silicon AFM 
tip is positioned into the focus of a laser beam. We find that 
silicon tips generally yield the largest net fluorescence enhance­
ment because, unlike metal tips, they do not induce quench­
ing [37]—[39]. Using quantum dots to probe the optical intensity 
near silicon tips, we measured an increase in the fluorescence 
rate of up to a factor of ~20 relative to the far-field back­
ground. This enhanced fluorescence rate decays to the far-field 
level when the tip is retracted from the sample by 5-20 nm 
depending on the sharpness of the tip and the size of the fluo­
rescent particle [24], [25].
To generate strong enhancement, the optical field must be 
polarized parallel to the long axis of the tip at the focus. We 
use either a laser-beam mask or a radial polarization generator
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Fig. 1. Experimental setup for ANSOM. Labeled elements arc as follows: 
Hc-Nc: helium-neon laser; OF: optical fiber; P: polarizer; Mask: lascr-bcam 
mask; RPG: radial polarization generator; DM: dichroic mirror; OBJ: micro­
scope objective; Probe: AFM probe; PZT: piezoelectric transducer; SF: spectral 
filters; APD: avalanche photodiode; LA: lock-in amplifier; DDS: digital syn­
thesizer; PC: personal computer. The white arrows indicate the instantaneous 
polarization state after the laser beam has passed through either the beam mask 
or the RPG.
Fig. 3. Fluorescence images of 20-nm diameter polystyrene beads under two 
different excitation laser modes as indicated by the insets: (a) shows a diffrac­
tion limited spot for linear polarization, (b) shows radial polarization. The cor­
responding cross sections with Gaussian fits arc shown in (c) and (d). Widths of 
the Gaussian fits arc: 234 +  12 nm for linearly polarized laser and 172 +  5 nm 
for radially polarized laser.
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Fig. 2. TFFM images of quantum dots on a glass surface using a silicon 
AFM probe, (a) Fluorescence image of several isolated quantum dots with no 
lock-in amplification. The elongated shape of the far-ficld fluorescence back­
ground results from using the focuscd-TIRF illumination scheme. The size of 
the far-ficld spot is about 1 yum x 0.5 yum. (b) Lock-in magnitude image of an 
isolated quantum dot. (c) Profile specified by dashed line in (b).
(RPG) to produce the requisite axial field. The beam mask pro­
duces an axially polarized evanescent field above the glass-air 
interface within a relatively tight focal spot (1 fim  x 0.5 /mi), as 
shown in Fig. 2(a). We call this illumination scheme focused to­
tal internal reflection fluorescence (TIRF), because it is similar 
to conventional TIRF microscopy, except that the illumination 
is confined to a small focal area rather than a wide field. The 
RPG generates a radially polarized laser beam (TEM0i,*) from a 
standard linearly polarized TEMqq mode. The requisite axially 
polarized field is created when the TEM0i* mode is focused 
tightly using a high numerical aperture objective [35], [45], 
Furthermore, the TEM0i* mode produces a smaller focus spot 
compared to a standard TEMqo mode, as shown in Fig. 3. TEFM 
typically requires very low optical powers (~200nW ) due to 
the tight laser focus, strong spectral rejection of nonfluores- 
cent background signals, and high overall detection efficiencies 
(10%-20%).
One important issue in TEFM is the presence of far-field flu­
orescence background. At high fluorophore densities, multiple 
molecules within the laser focus elevate this background, while 
the tip-enhanced signal remains unchanged, since the enlianced- 
field volume is so small. Thus, the TEFM SNR decreases when 
the fluorophore density increases. In general, radially polar­
ized illumination is preferable because, it produces the smallest 
focus spot. In practice, we sometimes use focused TIRF illumi­
nation, because it is simpler to implement. Further, it may be 
the preferred illumination scheme for imaging in water, since 
it produces a relatively tight focal area whose intensity decays 
exponentially above the glass-water interface. This may reduce 
additional background signal originating from fluorophores dif­
fusing into the focal volume.
One way to suppress background fluorescence independent 
of the illumination scheme is to operate AFM in tapping mode. 
This oscillatory motion modulates the local fluorescence signal, 
as the probe intermittently contacts the surface, transiently ele­
vating the local fluorescence rate, and then, withdraws, where­
upon the signal returns to the background rate. Subsequent de­
modulation at the probe oscillation frequency suppresses the 
background, leading to high-fidelity images with resolution 
limited only by the sharpness of the tip. We recently demon­
strated ~10 nm resolution in TEFM images of isolated quan­
tum dots dried onto glass coverslips [24], [26], Furthermore, we 
have imaged fluorescent “dumbbells” composed of short DNA 
oligomers (60 base pairs) end labeled with Cy3 fluorophores at 
a resolution of < 10 nm [24], [25], Finally, we have shown that 
high-density samples of quantum dots can be imaged with good 
contrast while maintaining ~10 nm resolution [24], [26], Fig. 2 
shows sample images of isolated quantum dots in air obtained 
using focused TIRF illumination: Fig. 2(a) shows the fluores­
cence signal before demodulation, while Fig. 2(b) shows the 
fluorescence signal of a single quantum dot after demodulation 
using a commercial lock-in amplifier.
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B. Fluorescence Reduction
As discussed before, metal tips can induce a reduction in 
the fluorescence rate, since they can noiiradiatively dissipate 
the excitation energy of nearby fluorophores [39]. This energy 
transfer process called fluorescence quenching leads to a reduc­
tion in the excited-state lifetime of the fluorophores, which can 
be measured directly using pulsed lasers and time-correlated 
single-photon counting [37], [38]. Furthermore, the detected 
fluorescence rate can also be reduced due to the coupling of the 
fluorophore emission dipole to the induced dipole in the tip [34]. 
This can cause a redirection of the fluorescence emission into 
angular regions that are not detectable with the microscope ob­
jective from below (see Fig. 1). Both reduction mechanisms 
are dependent on the orientation of the fluorophore dipole mo­
ments with respect to the long axis of the tip, and thus, can be 
used to decode the molecular orientations. Further, since these 
mechanisms act over a very short range, they can be used to 
generate high-resolution images of a fluorescent sample, either 
by measuring the reduction of fluorescence rate or the reduction 
in lifetime. Fluorescence quenching is particularly interesting 
as an energy transfer mechanism, and measuring the precise 
spatial dependence helps reveal the mechanistic details [39]. 
In quenching, the excitation energy of the fluorophore is trans­
ferred to electronic excitations in the metal, which are then 
dissipated via Ohmic loss processes. Thus, the quenching ef­
ficiency is ultimately proportional to the imaginary part of the 
dielectric function, which, for metals, can be relatively large, yet 
for dielectrics can be very nearly zero: at 600 nm, the imaginary 
part of the dielectric function is 1.366 for Au [46], [47], 0.104 
for Si [48], [49], and zero for crystalline S i02 (quartz) [47], The 
quenching efficiency is also dependent on the geometry of the 
tip [39],
Although quenching can be used to modulate the fluorescence 
rate, demodulation schemes, particularly, lock-in amplification, 
are generally not very effective for tip-induced quenching as 
compared to tip-induced enhancement. This arises from the fact 
that a lock-in amplifier produces a large signal only if detected 
photons are clustered within a narrow phase-window of the 
AFM-probe oscillation cycle, thereby producing a well-defined 
phase for the lock-in algorithm. In the case of quenching, there 
is a reduction in the number of photons when the tip contacts 
the sample, and there is no well-defined lock-in phase. Thus, 
if the AFM is operated in tapping mode, the overall contrast 
is reduced, since the fluorophores spend less time within the 
quenching region of the tip. In addition, when imaging rela­
tively large fluorescent particles, the contrast is further reduced, 
since only a fraction of the particle volume overlaps with the 
quenching region near the tip. Fig. 4 shows typical images of 
both polystyrene beads and quantum dots when imaged with 
metal AFM tips in comparison to the contrast achieved by fluo­
rescence enhancement when using a silicon tip.
Despite the loss of contrast, it is usually important to operate 
the AFM in tapping mode for a number of reasons. First, the 
AFM probe maintains its sharpness much longer, and is less de­
structive to soft samples when it contacts the surface only inter­
mittently. Second, although lock-in amplification is not an ideal
W -
Fig. 4. (a) Fluorescence images of a polystyrene bead and (b) quantum dot 
when using Cr/Pt coated AFM probe. Signal reductions are observed in both 
the cases. By comparison, (c) the fluorescent signal of a polystyrene bead is 
strongly enhanced while using a silicon probe. Scale bars are 200 nm.
demodulation algorithm in the case of fluorescence quench­
ing, there are more sophisticated algorithms that can be applied 
which exceed the SNR of simple photon summing. We have 
developed a novel phase-sensitive photon counting technique 
in which photon arrivals are permanently recorded in terms of 
the instantaneous phase of the probe oscillation cycle. With this 
data acquisition technique, arbitrary analysis algorithms can be 
applied offline to the data on a per photon basis. We are cur­
rently using the Monte-Carlo simulations of our experiment to 
develop analysis algorithms that optimize the SNR for the case 
of fluorescence quenching.
III . C a r b o n  N a n o t u b e s
Carbon nanotubes (CNTs) are prototypical 1-D systems 
whose unique mechanical, electrical, and optical properties 
make them intriguing for use as topographical probes, opti­
cal probes, or antennas in various scanning probe and nano- 
optical applications especially the ANSOM [50]—[55]. In re­
cent years, a number of techniques for attaching nanotubes to 
AFM probes have been developed, enabling individual nan­
otubes to be manipulated and positioned with nanometer-scale 
precision [43], [44], [56]—[63]. The attached nanotubes are gen­
erally stable, and, due to their small diameters (1-10 nm) and 
high axial stiffness [64], [65], they exhibit veiy fine resolution 
in scanning probe microscopy applications [44]. Once attached, 
the nanotubes can be shortened in precise steps from microme­
ters to nanometers, enabling optical measurements with a single, 
well-characterized probe [43]. Finally, due to their 1-D nature, 
nanotubes exhibit novel plasmonic mode structure, which may 
lead to efficient optical energy transfer across a wide energy 
spectrum, and thus, a reduction in the detected fluorescence.
A. Fabrication and Characterization
In order to use nanotubes as probes for either topographical 
or optical studies, they must be robustly attached to an AFM 
tip. Although nanotubes can be grown directly onto tips using 
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) [66], we use the so-called 
pickup method [43]. In this technique, nanotubes are lifted off 
a CVD-grown substrate by an AFM tip via Van der Waals inter­
actions, as the tip is scanned over the nanotube-coated surface. 
In general, the attached nanotubes are too long for useful AFM 
imaging because of thermal vibrations at the distal end of the 
nanotube (see Fig. 6). Further, long nanotubes tend to elastically
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Fig. 5. AFM images of a nanotubc-covcrcd silicon wafer. The images were 
obtained as the probe was scanned from top to bottom: panel (a) shows the 
AFM topography signal and panel (b) shows the AFM phase signal. Resolution 
increased dramatically when a CNT was picked up, while the phase suddenly 
changed.
buckle when loaded axially (see Fig. 7). Thus, the nanotubes 
usually must be shortened significantly to a protrusion length of 
<100 nm.
There are two simple techniques for shortening nanotubes 
attached to AFM probes: push shortening and pulse shorten­
ing. In push shortening, an attached nanotube can be slid up 
the side of an AFM tip simply by pushing the distal end onto 
a hard surface [44]. This technique works well for nanotubes 
below ~200 nm in length and can produce extremely precise 
(~2 nm) shortening steps. For longer nanotubes, the push short­
ening method generally fails, since the nanotubes will usually 
buckle elastically rather than slide up the tip sidewalls. In this 
case, pulse shortening must be employed, wherein short volt­
age pulses are applied between the AFM probe and a conductive 
substrate. The electrical pulses tend to ablate carbon layers from 
the distal end of the nanotube. Controlling the voltage and dura­
tion of the pulses can alter the shortening steps. In this manner, 
many small voltage pulses can be applied until the nanotube 
reaches the desired length [67],
Our carbon nanotubes were grown on silicon substrates us­
ing the CVD method [67], and are attached to commercially 
available silicon AFM probes (Budget Sensors Multi-75) via 
the pick-up method [43], During the pick-up procedure, AFM 
probes are used to image the growth substrate, and there are 
two main indicators for successful pick up. First, there is often 
a dramatic change in image resolution, as shown in Fig. 5(a). 
This increase in resolution is due to the fact that CNTs are in 
general sharper and have higher aspect ratio than AFM probes. 
A more robust indicator of nanotube pick up is an instantaneous 
change in the oscillation phase of the AFM probe, as shown in 
Fig. 5(b). Regardless of the length of the nanotube that adheres 
to the AFM probe, the phase image always shows a change in 
contrast due to the sudden change in the probe-sample interac­
tion forces. After the pick up, only a few more lines are scanned 
to ensure that the CNT is firmly attached and to avoid picking 
up additional nanotubes.
Fig. 6 shows an SEM image of a carbon nanotube attached 
to a commercial silicon probe before shortening. It is not ef­
ficient to use the SEM to measure the nanotube length during 
the shortening procedure. However, the nanotube length can be 
measured in situ using approach curves: the AFM tip is lowered 
onto a hard substrate (e.g.. Si), and the deflection of the soft can­
tilever is monitored. When the nanotube touches the surface, a 
“kink” in the approach curve appears before the nanotube buck-
Fig. 6. Field emission scanning electron micrograph of CNTs attached to a 
silicon AFM probe. In this case, there arc a few nanotubes attached to the probe 
apex. Thermal vibration at the distal end of the long nanotubc can be seen in the 
image.
Fig. 7. AFM approach curves of a CNT-probe before shortening (tap curve) 
and after shortening (bottom curve). There is a kink in the cantilever deflection 
signal when the nanotubc touches the surface, as indicated. The distance between 
these kinks and where the pyramid contacts gives the length of the nanotubc: 
•'-440 nm before shortening and ~30 nm after shortening in this case.
les elastically under the axial load. Several buckling transitions 
can occur as the tip is lowered further until finally the silicon 
tip snaps to contact. Beyond this point, the cantilever deflection 
becomes linear. The distance between the initial kink caused by 
nanotube contact and the contact point of the silicon tip pro­
vides a repeatable measure of the nanotube length. This method 
can be applied during the shortening procedure to monitor the 
intermediate length of the nanotube. Fig. 7 shows an approach 
curve before the shortening procedure (top curve) and after 
(bottom curve).The initial length of the nanotube was ~440 nm, 
and after the application of several 20 V pulses (~10 ^s dura­
tion), the nanotube is shortened to ~30 nm.
B. AFM With Nanotubes
After attachment and shortening, the nanotubes can then be 
used as AFM probes, whose resolution should reflect the diame­
ter of a nanotube tip. However, there are a number of effects that
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can either increase or decrease the resolution. First, after pulse 
shortening, the nanotubes should be open ended, and thus, are 
very pliable along the radial direction. Atomistic simulations of 
this system have predicted that this can lead to finer resolution 
than predicted by the tube diameter, as the tube deforms, and 
thus, narrows its profile as it scans over an object [68]. On the 
other hand, there is also evidence that a thin water layer that 
forms on the surface of all the samples will increase the width 
of the AFM images under some circumstances [69]. Finally, it 
is unlikely that the attached nanotube protrudes in a precisely 
vertical direction from the AFM probe. This can lead to imaging 
artifacts that effectively decrease the resolution.
The growth and attachment procedure outlined before should 
yield nanotube diameters below 10 nm [44]. We have used the 
nanotube probes to image a variety of samples, including dye- 
doped polystyrene spheres (nominal diameter: ~20 nm), fluo­
rescent Cd-Se quantum dots (nominal size: 4 nm x 9.4 nm el­
lipsoids), and other nanotubes lying prone on silicon substrates. 
For example, when imaging the 20-nm polystyrene spheres, we 
typically observe full widths of 60-100 nm in the AFM height 
trace [see Fig. 9(a) and (f)]. Similar image broadening has been 
observed previously when using nanotube tips [69]. The model 
proposed to describe this phenomenon in ambient conditions 
is that nanoscale particles tend to deform the water layer in a 
manner that leads to a thickening of the water layer along the par­
ticle sides that extends outward for several tens of nanometers. 
It is expected that the water layer acts as a penetration barrier 
for nanotubes due both to the surface tension and the fact that 
nanotubes are generally considered to be hydrophobic. Thus, 
images formed using nanotube probes often exhibit widths that 
are substantially broadened: since under some circumstances, 
the nanotubes follow the surface of this thickened water layer, 
rather than the particle itself. This model is consistent with our 
measurements on polystyrene spheres.
The deformed water-layer model also suggests that the thick­
ness of the water layer on top of the particle may be thinner 
than on the flat supporting substrate. There is some evidence 
of this in the phase trace of the polystyrene sphere shown in 
Fig. 9(c) and (h). Even though the height trace [see Fig. 9(a) 
and (f)] exhibits a broadened width, the full width of the phase 
trace is 26 nm along the fast axis and 23 nm on the slow axis 
(data not shown). The dark (low) phase values indicate a net 
repulsive interaction between the tip and sample, which could 
arise if the nanotube distorts the water layer to the degree that 
it feels a hard-contact repulsion from the sample surface. Alter­
natively, low phase values could simply indicate an increase in 
repulsive interactions upon nanotube penetration into the wa­
ter layer. Finally, there has been a suggestion that the hydrogen 
bonding within ultrathin water layers can actually lead to icelike 
behavior [70], in which case, the repulsive interactions would be 
expected to increase. All of these explanations are more likely 
if the water layer is thin. Thus, our observations are evidence 
that the water layer on top of the sphere is thinner than on the 
flat supporting substrate. Interestingly, for small objects, this 
effect is not observed: Fig. 8(c) shows that the phase and height 
images for ~ 4  nm diameter quantum dots do not differ signifi­
cantly in their spatial extent. This may be an indication that the
Position (nm) Position (nm)
Fig. 8. AFM topography images of quantum dots. Panel (a) corresponds to a 
probe oscillation amplitude of 12 nm and panel (b) corresponds to an amplitude 
of 26 nm. For the same quantum dot. the height increases from 1.9 nm to 
3.5 nm as the amplitude is increased, as shown in (e) and (f). Corresponding 
phase images are shown in (c) and (d) for small and large amplitudes respectively.
absolute thickness of the water layer on the top of larger objects 
is thinner as compared to the absolute thickness on top of the 
smaller objects. Since the penetration of the nanotube occurs 
only on the top of the sphere, where the water layer is thinner, 
the dark (low) phase region is a likely indicator for the true size 
and location of the sphere.
The difference in water layer thickness could also lead to 
AFM images with measured heights that are artificially smaller 
than the true height. Quantum dots are very useful for testing 
this, since they are small, hard, and since the spectral char­
acteristics of their emission guarantees a particular diameter. 
If we image the quantum dots using a small oscillation am­
plitude (i.e., low energy in cantilever motion), the images ex­
hibit a height that is markedly smaller than the known value, 
as shown in Fig. 8(a) and (e). On the other hand, when a larger 
amplitude is employed, the cantilever now has enough energy 
to penetrate the water layer, and the measured height is more 
consistent with the tine value, as shown in Fig. 8(b) and (f). 
These two situations also exhibit significant differences in their 
phase behavior, as shown in Fig. 8(c) and (d), indicating a tran­
sition in the tip-sample interaction as discussed before. The 
difference in measured heights for the two cases provides a 
measure of the difference in water layer thickness on the top 
and sides of the quantum dots, which is ~1.6 nm in this case. 
Regardless of the amount of energy in the cantilever motion 
(i.e., its amplitude), for relatively large particles, a close ap­
proximation of the true height of the sample can be obtained 
because the fractional error introduced by the difference in wa­
ter layer thicknesses on the top and sides of the object is quite 
small. This is not valid for particles of size on the same scale 
as the water layer thickness (a few nanometers), and the true 
height can only be obtained by increasing the oscillation ampli­
tude to penetrate the water layer. This is problematic for small 
soft samples that may be easily deformed by the tip, in which 
case, the true height may not be easily obtained in any imaging 
mode under ambient conditions. Interestingly, this effect should
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Fig. 9. AFM and TFFM images of a dye-doped polystyrene sphere using a 
CNT probe. Panels (aM c) show AFM topography, amplitude, and phase signals, 
respectively, for a left-to-right movement (trace) of the CNT probe. Panels (d) 
and (e) show TFFM signals for the trace and retrace movements of the probe, 
respectively. All data were obtained simultaneously. The right column shows 
the corresponding signal protiles for these images along the horizontal dashed 
line in (a). The vertical dashed line in (f) through (i) shows the correlation 
between the minimum AFM oscillation amplitude, the maximum reduction in 
fluorescence, and the minimum value for the phase.
be absent when the entire sample and tip are immersed under 
water.
The surface water layer discussed here should be present 
for any sample under ambient conditions. In fact, this water 
layer provides the mechanism needed for effective shear-force 
feedback widely used in aperture-type NSOM [71], The spe­
cific structure of the water layer is not determined by the tip, 
but rather by the substrate, sample, temperature, and humid­
ity [69], [70], [72]—[78]. Thus, when using an AFM probe with­
out a nanotube, this width broadening would also be expected, 
assuming that the energy in the tip is low, i.e., small amplitudes. 
Width broadening with regular AFM tips, while not unnoticed, 
is hard to characterize. For example, a typical AFM image that 
appears broadened, but that exhibits a reasonable height, may 
be attributed to simply a fat or dulled tip. Carbon nanotubes 
are unusually sensitive to artifacts caused by the surface wa­
ter layer, since they have high aspect ratios, small diameters, 
and are generally considered to be hydrophobic. Increasing the 
cantilever free amplitude or decreasing the ratio of the ampli­
tude set point relative to the free amplitude, can give the probe 
enough energy to penetrate the water layer as it approaches the 
sample, as shown in Fig. 8 [69], Furthermore, imaging in a dry 
environment (e.g., N2 or Ar) or under vacuum should reduce or 
eliminate the artifacts caused by the water layer. Other imag­
ing artifacts, such as a narrowing of the AFM image caused by 
the deformation of the nanotube as it scans over a small ob­
ject [68], [79], are also possible. Evidently the importance of 
various artifacts depends on the imaging and/or environmental 
parameters.
C. AN SOM With Nanotubes
The ability of the nanotube to penetrate the water layer will 
obviously affect its ability to either enhance or quench the flu­
orescence. If the nanotube is not able to penetrate the water 
layer, then its average distance from the fluorescent particle will 
be larger, and the spatial overlap between the enhancement or 
quenching region and the volume of the particle will decrease. 
In this case, we might expect a reduction in the near-field con­
trast. On the other hand, if the nanotube is able to penetrate the 
water layer, we might expect strong near-field contrast. Further­
more, if the tip oscillation amplitude is strongly damped when 
the nanotube is in the nanoscale vicinity of the particle, then 
the average separation between the nanotube and the particle 
will be smaller, and we might expect an increase in near-field 
contrast.
Fig. 9 shows AFM and optical signals for a nanotube tip 
imaging a fluorescent polystyrene sphere with nominal diame­
ter of ~20 nm. Panels 9(a)-(d) and their corresponding profiles 
9(f)-(i) correspond to a fast scan axis moving from left to right 
(trace), while panels 9(e) and (j) correspond to a fast axis mov­
ing from right to left (retrace). As seen in Fig. 9(a) and (f), the 
AFM height trace exhibits a full width of nearly 100 nm. This 
width broadening is in part due to the water layer phenomenon 
discussed before, and in part to the AFM feedback loop’s in­
ability to follow the precise contours of the sphere. Although 
the height trace exhibits width broadening, the measured height 
of the bead is ~18 nm, in fair agreement with its nominal di­
ameter, but probably reduced somewhat due to the difference in 
thickness of the water layer between the glass substrate and top 
of the sphere. From Fig. 9(d) and (e), we observe that within 
the background fluorescence spot, there is a crescent of reduced 
fluorescence in both the trace and retrace. At precisely the same 
time and location that the minimum of fluorescence occurs, there 
is a dramatic reduction in both the phase and amplitude of the 
probe oscillation.
The first thing to note is that there is no evidence of flu­
orescence enhancement in these images. Rather, the fluores­
cence is strongly suppressed within the crescent-shaped region. 
We have made similar measurements on several hundred flu­
orescent particles, both dye-doped spheres, as in Fig. 9, and 
CdSe-ZnS quantum dots, as in Fig. 10, using more than 50 dif­
ferent nanotube probes. In each and every case, enhancement 
is consistently absent. This is, at first, somewhat puzzling, be­
cause we expect the nanotube growth and attachment procedure 
described before to yield a mixture of metallic and semicon­
ducting nanotubes. While we may expect metallic nanotubes to 
quench fluorescence, we also might expect that semiconducting 
nanotubes would strongly enhance fluorescence due to their ge­
ometry and the lack of dissipative electronic modes. One must 
keep in mind, however, that the bandgap of semiconducting
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Fig. 10. AFM and TEFM images of a CdSe/ZnS quantum dot using a CNT 
probe. Panel (a) shows the AFM topography signal and panel (c) shows the 
TEFM signal. Corresponding signal profiles are shown in the right column in 
panels (b) and (d) respectively. A reduced height of 2 nm for the quantum dot 
was observed as shown in (b). The AFM amplitude gets damped only slightly, 
a 10% decrease of the set-point at the leading edge of the quantum dot (data not 
shown).
nanotubes (<1 eV) is far below the energy of both excitation 
and fluorescence photons in our experiment. Thus, there may 
be photoinduced charge carriers that can dissipatively quench 
fluorescence as if they were metallic. This argument is not, how­
ever, altogether consistent with previous observations, since the 
bandgap of silicon (1.1 eV) is also far below the photon ener­
gies, and all of the hundreds of silicon probes tested over several 
years only exhibit evidence of enhancement. The difference in 
behavior between nanotubes, some of which are expected to be 
semiconductors, and silicon tips is very interesting, and may be 
a consequence of the 1-D nature of the nanotubes. We plan to 
explore this issue at length in an upcoming publication.
The quenched fluorescence crescent is a direct consequence 
of the drop in oscillation amplitude. This abrupt decrease of 
amplitude is most likely the result of the nanotube probe coming 
into contact with a positive edge, which transiently damps the 
probe oscillation. When the probe oscillation amplitude is small, 
the time that the fluorescent bead stays inside the quenching 
region increases, and the contrast (i.e., SNR) is strong. The other 
factor affecting quenching is the quenching volume overlap. 
From purely geometrical considerations, this overlap is maximal 
when the nanotube is displaced laterally from the bead. It has 
been shown previously that effective quenching of quantum 
dots [80] and molecular fluorophores [81], [82] can be caused 
by the sidewalls of a nanotube. This combination of effects 
leads to maximum quenching along the leading edge of the 
distorted water layer. Little or no quenching is observed as 
the nanotube scans over the top surface of the bead because the 
quenching volume overlap is relatively small, and the oscillation 
amplitude is increasing. Within this model, the size and shape 
of the quenched crescent essentially map out the leading edge 
of the distorted water layer. Using the photon count trace and 
retrace images, the crescent measures ~50 nm from tip to tip.
Fig. 11. AFM approach curve on top of a quantum dot using a CNT-tip. 
Blue curve is the AFM-cantilever deflection, where the small “kink” indicates 
where the CNT touches the surface. The fluorescence signal was recorded 
simultaneously, as shown in red. The photon count rate dramatically dropped 
from ~  120 to ~16 kcounts/s within 25 nm.
Thus, in this case, the distortion in the water layer appears to 
persist 10-20 nm beyond the edge of the sphere.
In Fig. 10, we show an AFM height trace with the corre­
sponding near-field optical image of a quantum dot. Again, we 
find that the width of the quantum dot is far larger than expected 
and the height is reduced, both indicating that the energy in the 
cantilever is not sufficient to penetrate the distorted water layer 
in order to contact the particle. Here, we note almost complete 
quenching of the quantum dot in a disk shape, rather than a cres­
cent. In fact, in over 100 images of quantum dots, we have never 
observed a quenched crescent. This is likely the case because 
the distortion in the water layer for the small quantum dot is not 
sufficient to strongly damp the probe oscillation at the leading 
edge.
We can obtain additional information about the length scale of 
fluorescence quenching by measuring approach curves, whereby 
the cantilever oscillation and lateral scanning motion are stopped 
and the nanotube is precisely lowered onto a quantum dot from 
a particular height. We have measured many approach curves 
using more than 10 different nanotube tips on top of many dif­
ferent quantum dots. In all cases, the quenching starts 15-25 nm 
away from the quantum dot, as shown in Fig. 11. The point at 
which the nanotube touches the quantum dot is indicated by the 
kink in the cantilever deflection signal, as discussed before.
In Fig. 10, the peak-to-peak oscillation amplitude of the probe 
was ~24 nm, slightly larger than the quenching interaction 
length shown in Fig. 11. Thus, we expect that the distal end 
of the nanotube spends a significant portion of its oscillation 
cycle outside the region of strong quenching. This should tend 
to reduce the contrast, as the fluorescence rate is averaged over 
the entire oscillation cycle. However, in Fig. 10, we observe 
essentially complete quenching over the area of the quantum 
dot. This may be an indication that quantum dots need some 
time to recover following a quenching interaction. This could 
be the result of charge transfer between the quantum dot and 
nanotube, since the diffusion of excitonic electrons into the ZnS 
shell is known to cause a reduction in nanocrystal quantum ef­
ficiency [83]. The oscillation frequency of the AFM probe, in 
this case, is ~75 kHz, so the recovery timescale would have 
to be longer than ~10 /.is. We will investigate this issue in the
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future using time-resolved measurements. If charge transfer is 
important in this case, it has strong implications for the poten­
tial use of nanotube-nanocrystal composites in photovoltaic and 
photosensor applications.
IV. C o n c l u s i o n  a n d  F u t u r e  D i r e c t i o n s
We have demonstrated that carbon nanotubes can be used 
for nanometer-scale imaging of fluorescent samples. Somewhat 
surprisingly, the nanotubes do not induce fluorescence enhance­
ment, in stark contrast to silicon AFM probes. Rather, all nan­
otubes tested (>50) produced strong fluorescence quenching, 
despite the fact that we expect a mixture of metallic and semi­
conducting nanotube tips. The difference in behavior between 
silicon AFM tips and nanotubes may be a consequence of the 
1-D nature of charge and energy transport in nanotubes. We plan 
to explore this issue through careful spatial measurements of the 
quenching efficiency using pulsed lasers to measure the lifetime 
directly.
Carbon nanotubes were also found to be extremely sensitive 
to distortions in the surface water layer present on all samples 
under ambient conditions. This water layer leads to a width- 
broadening effect in tapping-mode AFM with nanotube tips 
and to other topographical artifacts including reduced height 
traces. Further, the water layer leads to crescent-shaped optical 
images of 20-nm diameter fluorescent beads, but not for the 
more compact quantum dots. In the future, we will investigate 
the use of carbon nanotubes to image samples under water, for 
which the water layer effects should be absent. This could lead 
to nanoscale imaging of biological systems in vitro.
Finally, optical images of quantum dot quenching provide a 
subtle hint of charge transfer between quantum dots and nan­
otubes. We will investigate this possibility by measuring the 
temporal delay of fluorescence recovery following a quenching 
event. Confirmation of charge transfer would have important 
implications for the use of nanotube-nanocrystal composites in 
photovoltaic and photosensor applications.
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